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Chairman Gudex and members of the committee, thank you for inviting me to testify on the Department of Revenue’s role in Tax Incremental Financing.

TIF is a local economic development mechanism. As such, the state Department of Revenue plays a minor administrative role in the process. DOR is often contacted by local governments and their consultants who are considering creating or amending a TIF district. DOR provides information on the steps required by state law, for example, hearing notices, project plans, maps, parcel valuations, and Joint Review Board (JRB) meetings and approval. After the JRB approves creation or amendment of a TID, DOR receives a copy of the project plan or amendment. State law requires DOR to review all of the documents to confirm the municipality completed all required steps. DOR also confirms that the creation or amendment does not violate the 12% limitation under state law. The law does not allow a municipality to create or amend a TID if 12% or more of a municipality’s equalized value is in a TID. Additionally, state law was recently enacted that allows municipalities to request DOR to redetermine a base value for TIDs in a decrement situation.

State law requires DOR to annually determine the equalized value (total taxable value) for each taxation district (municipality, county, school district, special district, technical college). DOR is also responsible for determining the total taxable value for each TID based upon information from the municipal assessor.

Municipalities levy their taxes on the assessed value of all property in their jurisdiction, including property located in a TID. This is known as the TIDIN value. Other taxing jurisdictions
(county, school, special, tech) levy taxes on the TIDOUT equalized value, which does not include the increment value of the TID. DOR provides both of these values.

As an example of the process, I have provided the Tax Increment Worksheet for the Town of New Chester in Adams County. Using this worksheet, municipalities establish the tax increment from their TIDs. The tax increment equals the value increment (value of the TID in excess of its base value) multiplied by the tax rate for all tax jurisdictions -- municipal, county, school district, technical college district, and special purpose districts. Therefore, tax increments can only be generated by an increase in the equalized value of taxable property within a TID. The TIDs within the municipality must collectively have a positive value increment to create any tax increment. The tax increment is then added to the municipal levy amount for determining what portion of property taxes paid are payable to the municipality. The municipality can only use the tax increment amount for eligible costs.

State law requires a municipality to notify DOR when a TID is closed or terminated. The entire value of the parcels is then available to all jurisdictions to levy taxes upon. When a TID is terminated, a municipality is allowed to exceed their levy limit by an amount equal to 50% of the final increment value of the terminated TID divided by the prior year equalized value of the municipality (TIDIN) multiplied by their maximum allowable levy for the immediately preceding year. This new levy becomes the municipality's new levy limit base. Similarly, the county may exceed their levy limit by an amount equal to 50% of the final increment value of all terminated TIDs in the county divided by prior year (TIDIN) equalized value of the county multiplied by their maximum allowable levy for the immediately preceding year.

DOR often receives questions about TID quality and successfulness. It is very difficult for DOR to offer opinions on these topics because our role is administrative. As such, the type of data that DOR has about TIDs is limited. On DOR's website, we publish the following reports:
- A list of active TIDs, which includes TID type, if it was required to be declared, base value year, date of the JRB resolution, end date if the TID exists for its maximum life, and an end date if the TID life has been extended.

- A separate list of the distressed and severely distressed TIDs, which includes the same information provided on the list of active TIDs.

- An annual list of newly created TIDs, which includes the base value of the TID, as well as the information provided on the list of active TIDs.

- An annual list of TID amendments, which includes the number of amendments, the type of TID, the date of the amendment resolution, and the value of the amendment, and the redetermined base value after the amendment.

- An annual list of terminated TIDs, which includes TID type, base year, base value, final value, and increment (or decrement) value.

- The Tax Incremental Value Report, which includes each active TID's base year, current value, and current increment (or decrement). It also includes each municipality's total TID increment (or decrement), total TID value, equalized value, and the percentage of a municipality's equalized value in a TID (12% limitation test).

In summation, the data that DOR can provide includes:

- TID creation dates
- TID amendment dates
- TID base values
- TID types, if required
- Annual TID increments
- TID close / termination dates
- TID locations
- Final TID audit of all expenditures
TID information that DOR does not have includes TID actual expenditures per year and TID debt. DOR only receives the TID project plan that identifies estimated expenditures and the final audit of all expenditures. In the context of DOR's administrative role, the department does not receive ongoing reports of TID expenditures. During the life of a TID, DOR knows the increment growth, but not how much the municipality expended to realize that growth.

Additionally, DOR does not have the capacity to confidently model the economic growth as a result of TIF. We have no way of measuring economic growth in the absence of a TID. Therefore, we cannot compare the economic growth that occurred in the presence of a TID with any counterfactual.

Lastly, DOR was asked to present some historical context on TIDs. Included in your materials are graphs showing the number of TIDs created and terminated by year. I have also included a graph showing TIDs that were declared distressed and severely distressed since 2010, when that designation became an option for local governments, and a chart of TIDs that would have met the new statutory definition of being in a decrement situation. Currently, there are 56 that meet the definition from 2013 Act 183, and two have filed with DOR for revaluation.
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